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Dear Mr. Human…

The customer service department at United Airlines certainly has a way with words. 1 Last year,
for the second time the company sent out an automated apology letter to a disgruntled
passenger that had anything but the intended effect.

In response to a complaint filed by travel reporter Chris Chmura, who missed his flight after it
departed 20 minutes ahead of schedule, the airline issued an apology that was addressed
“Dear Mr. Human.”

The icy reference is repeated throughout -- as in, “Mr. Human, your email clearly expresses your
disappointment…” and, “Mr. Human, you have made a significant contribution to our airline.”
Earlier in the year, it sent out another peculiar correspondence, the body of which contained

several fields that had been left untouched, including “(SPECIFIC EVENT)”, “(SPECIFIC ITEM)” and
“(CUSTOMER NAME).”

The definition of good customer service is elusive, but we all know: THAT wasn’t it!

To some, good customer service is as simple as solving problems and offering solutions in an

expedient manner. To others it means overall pleasantness and politeness from those who
represent the frontlines of the company.

Others define it as when a company is willing to give their customers anything and everything
that they want -- you know, the customer is always right approach - no matter how
unreasonable some of those demands may be.

There isn't a right or a wrong, because the factors of what makes customer service “good” also
depend heavily upon what specific things a particular customer may hold valuable or their
expectations from what industry competitors do.

Good customer service is partly defined by the industry, but a large part of how your company
defines it will determine what good customer service means to you.

In this white paper, we’ll explore what customer service is, why you need it, who excels at it and
how you can achieve it too. Buckle up, humans, and let’s go!

1

http://www.entrepreneur.com/article/238202
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The big picture: 4 things a service business must get right

According to an analysis by Harvard Professor Frances Frei 2 there are four elements that service
business must get right to succeed. She says there is no “right” way to combine the elements,
and effective integration of all four differentiates the most prosperous service businesses.
FOUR CRUCIAL ELEMENTS

offering

funding
mechanism

employee
management

customer
management

They are:


The offering – A brand that meets the needs and desires of an attractive group of

customers. In the service business, the focus should be on the experiences customers

want to have such as convenience or friendly interaction, lower prices, extended hours
etc. Management must be crystal clear on which attributes the service business will

compete on. Service excellence can be defined as what a business chooses not to do
well. They choose to perform badly at some things in order to excel at others.

“The only organizations I have seen that are superior at most service attributes demand a
price premium of 50% over their competitors. Most industries don’t support this type of
premium, and so trade-offs are necessary,” Frei says. You cannot be all things to all
people


The funding mechanism - There is no such thing as a free lunch. Excellence comes at a

cost, and the cost must ultimately be covered. “Management must give careful thought

to how excellence will be paid for. There must be a funding mechanism in place to allow
the company to outshine competitors in the attributes it has chosen,” Frei says.

These include incorporating them into the pricing (Starbucks doesn’t charge extra for the
right to lounge as long as you want; it’s included in the price of the coffee.) Another way
is win-win – a service enhancement that also provides benefit for the business.
2

https://hbr.org/2008/04/the-four-things-a-service-business-must-get-right
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For example, Progressive Casualty Insurance provides an immediate response vehicle to
its customers who are in auto accidents. Customers love this help, and it has helped

Progressive root out accidents that were staged or involved insurance fraud. Its costs
have plummeted.

You can also spend upfront to reap benefits later such as a software company that
provides free support but learns important information about product weaknesses,
improves its product and dominates the market.


The employee management system – Careful attention must be given to recruiting,

selection, training, job design and performance management. Lean what will enable

employees to give great service and what makes them motivated to do it. Make sure
employees are not set up to fail. Do not require employees to be heroes to keep
customers satisfied. It is unsustainable.


The customer management system – In a service environment, employees aren’t the only
people affecting the cost and quality of service delivered. Customers can have big input
that influences their experience, such as when they explain their desires well or poorly.

But there are challenges. Businesses have little control over how customers participate in
this process. “You will need to address a few key questions: Which customers are you

focusing on? Which behaviors do you want? And which techniques will most effectively
influence behavior? “
“For example, a

company whose business
model depends on

customers’ timeliness—
whether it’s a dental
office packing its

appointment calendar or
a video store circulating

THE IMPORTANT THING IS TO MANAGE

CUSTOMERS IN A WAY THAT IS CONSISTENT
WITH THE SERVICE ATTRIBUTES YOU HAVE
CHOSEN TO EMPHASIZE OVERALL

hit films—may use more- or less-heavy-handed tactics to ensure compliance.”

“These techniques can be divided into two basic categories: instrumental (the carrots

and sticks we commonly see play out as discounts and late fees) and normative (the use
of shame, blame, and pride to motivate us to return shopping carts and pick up trash

even when no one is looking. The important thing is to manage customers in a way that is
consistent with the service attributes you’ve chosen to emphasize overall.”

5

What is customer service and support?

In its most narrow definition, customer service and support (CSS) is the part of a company's
customer relationship management department that interacts with a customer for their

immediate benefit, including the contact center, the help desk, and the call management
system.3

Some practitioners go so far as to draw distinctions between “service” and “support” functions.
For example, service might cover complaints, buying questions, order administration and

contact management while support might entail deeper product knowledge, technical issues,
after-purchase issues, maintenance and the like. 4

At its most broad, customer service encompasses everything that affects a consumer’s
perception of his or her interaction with a brand or company. At the most successful

organizations, customer service is not just the job of one department. It is part of every
employee’s job from the CEO to the janitor and a key part of the company’s culture.

5

Why do we need customer support?

Customers are the most important asset of your business. Henry Ford is famous for having said, “It
is not the employer who pays the wages. Employers only handle the money. It is the customer
who pays the wages.”6

In short, without the customer there would be no company. A business would quickly die if no

one bought its product or service. Jeff Bezos, CEO of Amazon, drove this point home by bringing
an empty chair to executive meetings to

CUSTOMERS ARE THE MOST

IMPORTANT ASSETS OF YOUR

BUSINESS. THEY PAY YOUR SALARY.

represent the customer – “the most
important person in the room.”7

In more practical terms, the customer service
function ensures there is a designated point
of contact for sales inquiries, payment

problems or product questions. Customer support is crucial to a business in the following ways8:
3

http://searchcrm.techtarget.com/definition/customer-service-and-support

https://www.quora.com/Whats-the-difference-between-customer-support-and-customerservice
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5

http://sheilamargolis.com/2011/04/11/what-is-your-formula-for-improved-customer-service/

6

http://www.marketingsolutionsnm.com/blog/marketing/sample-post-2/

7

http://www.entrepreneur.com/article/234254

8

http://smallbusiness.chron.com/customer-service-important-organization-2050.html
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Contact – For some businesses,

customer support may be the only
direct contact they have with a
customer. By dealing with

problems or complaints, a

customer service interaction can

IF A CUSTOMER HAS TO CALL CUSTOMER

SERVICE, SOMETHING HAS GONE WRONG
WITH THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

prevent the consumer from

getting frustrated or disappointed in a brand and never purchasing again. In the most
optimistic scenario, the contact can provide valuable insights into customer behavior,

increase consumer loyalty and strengthen your brand. Customer service functions as the


last chance to turn a potentially negative experience into a positive one.

Differentiation – Customer service can be the sole factor that influences a consumer’s
choice if you are in an industry that has many competitors offering similar products at
similar prices. Alternatively, it can be a competitive advantage if you are trying to
educate customers about a unique solution, innovative concept or new product

category. You as the market leader have the opportunity to create a template in the
customer’s mind about the attributes they associate with your product or service and


how things work when they purchase it.

Sales – Companies with good customer service are proven to get more repeat business,

which translates into higher sales and profits. If service is bad or nonexistent, you will likely
lose customers. It costs more to acquire than
retain a customer.

COMPANIES WITH GREAT SERVICE

ARE PROVEN TO GET MORE REPEAT
BUSINESS





Publicity – People who have a great

customer service experience are likely to tell
two or three other people who represent

potential new customers for you. Those who
have a bad experience are likely to tell 9 to
20 people who may be lost to you forever.

Liability – If customers do not get complaints, problems or product issues resolved, they

can resort to action with the Better Business Bureau, state consumer affairs regulators, the
Federal Trade Commission, class action lawsuits, product liability litigation and more.

What is the difference between customer service/support
and experience?

Customer service is one of many elements that make up the customer experience. In short, “If a
customer has to call customer service, then something has gone has wrong with their
experience.”9

9

http://www.maximizer.com/blog/customer-service-v-experience/
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Customer service is the delivery of service to a customer before, during and after purchase. It
entails assisting the customers and meeting their needs. It shapes the broader customer
experience, but it doesn’t fully define it.

Customer experience includes a customer’s perception of a company, a customer’s

interactions with a company and a customer’s recollection of that entire process, from start to
finish, at all touch points.

Drilling down into customer experience

The customer experience is the relationship your customer has with your entire company and is
divided into direct contact (which occurs during purchase, use and service and is usually
initiated by the customer) and indirect contact (which most often involves unplanned
encounters with representation of the company).10

Customer experience begins at the moment the customer identifies his need, way before his first
interaction with your company and ends long after that need was fulfilled.
Customer experience consists of the following:


What the customer wants



What the customer sees





What the customer does
What the customer feels
What the customer likes

More than 50% of a customer’s experience is subconscious or relates to how he/she feels about
a company.11 Customer experience is composed of many touch points the customer has with

your company and encompasses the entire lifespan of that relationship. Customer service is only
one of those touch points and focuses on a specific point in time and only when there is a
problem.

In other words, if your customer has to call customer service, there’s a problem with the
customer experience.

In the past, most of the interaction and relationship a customer had with a business was on a
person to person based interaction. In other words, customer service was the ultimate touch

https://blog.proonto.com/blog/the-1-difference-between-customer-service-and-customerexperience-2/
10

https://blog.proonto.com/blog/the-1-difference-between-customer-service-and-customerexperience-2/
11
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point in the customer- business relationship. Good customer service equaled a good customer
experience.

Shep Hyken, a customer service guru and a New York Times bestselling author says that in the

past “customer service was almost 90% of the customer experience!” 12 Because companies now
has so many channels to connect with customers, customer service is only one touch point in
the customer experience.

Examples of customer service vs customer experience 13

Customer Service

Consumer interaction with contact center
How quickly their issue is resolved
Having the option to pay a bill online
How friendly the staff is and how quickly they serve
the customer
How well a sales person answers a question

How a manufacturer’s support team responds to
an incoming call about a product concern

Customer Experience

The reason they are calling the contact center,
everything that occurred before the call and how
they feel about the service they received
Why the customer had an issue or question and
how frequently they have issues with your business
How easy it is to pay a bill online
The cleanliness of the store, the design of the
website, the quality of the product, the
atmosphere, the pricing and how they feel about
the brand
The ease of navigating a site, the product
selection, the availability of the product they
desire, the range of options available, the speed
of checkout, perception of fairness of shipping
charges and speed
How the product was marketed, packaged and
priced. How it looked and previous experiences
with products from the brand.

What are the attributes of the perfect customer
experience?

The Economist Intelligence Unit in April 2015 produced a study to find out how consumers define

their ideal customer experience.14 The EIU surveyed 2,403 consumers ranging from 18-65 years of
age from across the globe. Consumer responses to the question “what makes for an ideal
customer experience” follow:


47% said fast responses to a complaint

https://blog.proonto.com/blog/the-1-difference-between-customer-service-and-customerexperience-2/
12

13

Based on http://www.clarabridge.com/customer-service-vs-customer-experience/

http://www.marketingcharts.com/traditional/consumers-on-the-ideal-customer-experience53109/
14
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47% stated a simple purchasing process



7% cited customized offers based on their preferences



12% said a personalized experience

In a more abstract sense, the perfect customer experience has been defined by Dale Wolf,

author of “The Perfect Customer Experience” blog as one that “results in customers becoming
advocates for the company, creating referral, retention and profitable growth.” 15

Alternatively, “The perfect customer experience is a set of interactions that consistently exceed
the needs and expectations of a customer. While the outcome of delivering great customer

experiences will hopefully turn many customers into advocates, I don’t think an experience is
any less great if a customer keeps her satisfaction to herself,”

16

Theorists say it is important to note that the customer experience flows from the reality of what

happened, the customer’s perception of that in relation to needs and expectations and finally
the customer’s reaction to that experience.

What internal barriers commonly exist to great customer
service?

In the same EIU survey, 491 senior executives were surveyed to find out what they believed was
preventing their companies from providing excellent customer service.
The most common responses were:




Silos within the organization (36%)
Lack of integrated systems (27%)
Inflexible technology and application infrastructure (17%)

How is customer service measured?

The metrics for customer service are diverse. There are many analytical tools and services such
as Stella Service17, JD Power18 and the American Customer Satisfaction Index.19
15

https://experiencematters.wordpress.com/2008/02/18/what-is-the-perfect-customer-

16

https://experiencematters.wordpress.com/2008/02/18/what-is-the-perfect-customer-

17

http://stellaservice.com/

18

http://www.jdpower.com/

19

http://www.theacsi.org/the-american-customer-satisfaction-index

experience/

experience/
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Here are the most intriguing ways companies are looking at this question.


Customer satisfaction = Experience – Expectation. So if a customer is prepared by

marketing, reviews or word of mouth to expect his interaction with a brand to be a 7,
and the actual experience is a 10, the satisfaction score would be a 3. 20

“As a customer service provider satisfaction is of course a priority. BUT, you need to

recognize that it is just as important to understand your customer’s expectation as it is to
deliver a great experience. Looking at the equation, the ideal satisfaction score is close
to a 0; you delivered what was expected. Too high and the next visit will come with an

expectation that you might not be able to deliver on a consistent basis, too low and the
customer is not likely to return,” writes Marc Compeau of Clarkson University School of


Business.

Traditional customer service metrics often look at such things as how quickly an agent is
able to deal with a call. But innovators like Zappo’s, a universally recognized leader in
customer service, assess success based on the simple question: “Was the customer
deeply satisfied at the end of the call?”21

In a variant of this, Harvard Business School professor and co-author of “Uncommon
Service: How to Win by Putting Customers at the Core of Your Business” Frances Frei

suggests that service be measured by how likely a customer is to be an ambassador for
the brand at the end of the interaction.22 She contrasts this with the widely publicized

audio of a Comcast agent berating a customer23, which she believes was driven by a


company emphasis on customer retention.

A variety of other key performance indicators are benchmarks of customer service.
1. How well your product or service matches customer needs
2. The value for money you offer

3. Your efficiency and reliability in fulfilling orders

4. The professionalism, friendliness and expertise of your employees
5. How well you keep your customers informed
6. The after-sales service you provide

20

http://www.forbes.com/sites/marccompeau/2011/08/11/the-customer-service-equation/

21

https://hbr.org/2014/07/how-comcast-sets-its-customer-service-reps-up-to-fail/

22

https://hbr.org/2014/07/how-comcast-sets-its-customer-service-reps-up-to-fail/

23

http://www.mjsbigblog.com/comcast-leaked-customer-service-call-goes-viral-audio.htm
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How important is customer service?

Customer service, both bad and good, affects revenue. In a survey by Zendesk 24, more than

1,000 participants ranked customer service as the number one factor impacting vendor trust.

Among customers of B2B businesses, 66% purchased more after a good customer experience,
while 42% of B2C customers did so.

After a bad customer service interaction, 66% of B2B and 52% of B2C customers stopped buying.
Among respondents, 72% blamed a bad customer service interaction on having to explain their
problem to multiple people; 69% attributed good service to a quick resolution of their problem.

Customer service stories are spread widely, notably the bad ones. In the survey, 95% shared bad
experiences and 87% shared good experiences with others. Social media and online reviews

amplify that impact. This is important because recommendations from friends, family members
and other members of our personal circles are the most trusted form of messaging by
consumers.25

24

https://www.zendesk.com/resources/customer-service-and-lifetime-customer-value/

25

http://www.entrepreneur.com/article/234116
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PEOPLE WHO RECEIVE BAD SERVICE
BECOME 12% LESS BRAND LOYAL

What are the trends in
consumer satisfaction
in America?

The American consumer is frustrated
and angry. In an ongoing survey

done since the 1970s, a study by Arizona State University's W.P. Carey School of Business 26 found
that the number of households experiencing “customer rage” rose to 68% in 2013 (the most
recent year the survey was done) from 60% in 2011.

The percentage of people with customer service problems rose to 50% from 45%. Some 56% of
those who complained said they got absolutely nothing as a result, a rise of 9 percentage
points.

It turns out that bad customer service is worse than no customer service. People who receive
poor responses become 12% less brand loyal than if they didn't bother to complain at all.

"Given the fact that most complainants are not satisfied, corporate America is spending billions
of dollars on customer care programs that are actually losing them customers," Professor Mary
Jo Bitner, executive director of the Center for Services Leadership at Arizona Stater, said. 27

What’s the problem?
According to the study, poor

execution including poorly thought

out policies, bad use of technology
and inadequate training are to

WHEN COMPANIES OFFERED AN

APOLOGY ON TOP OF MONETARY RELIEF,
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION DOUBLED

blame.

To cut costs, many companies seek to prod customers to use online solutions, either self-help,

forums, chat or email, because they are less expensive to handle than a phone call. But those
methods are much harder to satisfy customers with.

Sometimes, customers want to speak with a live person and get a resolution quickly. The survey

found they are 11 times as likely to make a call as make an online complaint or question. Phone
trees and hold times frustrate them.

"The No. 1 thing people want is to be treated with dignity and courtesy," said Jack Wilkie, chief
marketing officer with customer service training company NOVO 1, which conducted the

26

https://wpcarey.asu.edu/research/services-leadership/2004-national-customer-rage-study

27

http://www.cnbc.com/2013/12/09/consumers-have-had-enough-rage-survey-says.html
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survey. "People also want that representative to be knowledgeable, helpful, friendly and
patient."

The goal, of course, is to get the problem solved. But consumers also want an apology, and a lot
of people don't get it. The survey found that when companies added a free remedy, such as an
apology, to any monetary relief, customer satisfaction doubled.

Another key takeaway is that most businesses see customer service as an expense, but the

study shows it is a critical ingredient to avoiding lost customers and improving the bottom line.
McDonald’s, which is struggling to rebuild its falling sales, has found that 20% of customer

complaints are due to poor service. 28 The top complaint was rude or unprofessional employees.
In a meeting with franchisees, executives said that building sales required becoming the leader
in customer satisfaction. Its priorities are improving speed and friendliness. In a market study in
2013, McDonald’s ranked second to last of seven chains in friendliness.

Who are the leaders in customer service?

Surveys consistently rank Amazon, Nordstrom, Chick-Fil-A, Ritz Carlton, Trader Joe’s, Apple,
Zappo’s and credit unions as leaders.

Health insurers and cable companies are perennial bottom dwellers. A 2015 analysis of top and
bottom performers in customer experience conducted by Temkin Group 29 rated Publix
supermarkets as number one and Coventry Health Care as the worst performer.

Kroger, Hilton Hotels, Sony, Samsung, UPS and Marriott International also ranked highly in a Zogby
Analytics 2015 poll about best customer service.30

What makes these companies great?

The leaders in customer service distinguish themselves in varying ways. 31
COMPANY
Apple

SERVICE STRENGTH
Personalized service including “genius bar”
service consultation directly with an
employee and a personalized online portal
where you can view every Apple product
you have ever bought and receive support
for them

28

http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424127887324010704578414901710175648

29

https://experiencematters.files.wordpress.com/2015/03/2015txr_topbottom.png

http://www.usatoday.com/story/money/business/2015/07/24/24-7-wall-st-customer-servicehall-fame/30599943/
30

31

http://www.happyfox.com/blog/10-best-companies-customer-service/
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Sony
UPS

Trader Joe’s
American Express
Chick-fil-A
Marriott International
Hilton Worldwide
Amazon

Volume of support centers and strong selfservice portal
Excels at fast, on-time service. Uses
technology to monitor delivery efficiency,
specialized training to improve, rewards and
recognition for employees32
Connection to community through dialogue
with neighborhood customers, stock
requested items
Easy to reach live support, mobile gift cards,
customer rewards
Focus on quality, transparent kitchens and
stress on service
Extensive training of customer-facing staff
Staff trained to acknowledge every customer,
by name if possible, services available around
the clock, readily admits to mistakes and
instantly rectifies/compensates the customer
Listen and fix every problem on the side of the
customer. Fast delivery, price guarantees,
constant innovation

Do this, not that:33 Customer support

The matrix below summarizes some of the best practices for customer support teams. We’ll go
into more detail on some of the key ones in the next section.
Do this
Make customer service part of
the culture

Not that
Customer service is one
department

Recognize customers are
information empowered

Not putting effort into
influencing customers
through consumer-driven
channels, quality on-site
help info

Explanation
From the highest executive to
lowest staff member, everyone
can contribute to a great
customer experience. By
making these values pervasive,
they become part of everything
you do.
Customers are savvy about
gathering information from
many sources so word of mouth
and online information sites must
be part of the strategy. On your
own site, provide lots of helpful
resources instead of frustrating
customers with hard to find or
outdated information.

32

http://mentalfloss.com/article/60556/19-secrets-ups-drivers

33

https://community.uservoice.com/blog/4-customer-service-bad-habits-to-banish-today/
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See the customer as a
relationship not a transaction

View each interaction as
a separate event

Use common sense

Discourage employees
from independent
thinking
High turnover, staff found
by lots of policies

Invest in people, give them
autonomy
Emphasize training

Not investing with an eye
toward giving CSRs deep
insight into the business

Put resources to solving the
source of customer issues

Customer service
management prioritizes
front line CSRs

Track and analyze data about
what causes customer
dissatisfaction

Focus on metrics oriented
toward reducing cost of
customer service
operation
Accented agents
offshore, use canned
scripts
Emphasize speed of
handling

Communicate effectively,
genuinely
Prioritize quality service over
speed

34

Every interaction needs to be
seen as part of a larger picture
and a way to move the
relationship forward. Measure
the impact of the interaction.
This enables effective and timely
problem solving and wins raves
from customers.
Put time into finding the right
people and give them the tools
to be effective.
Look at this training as a
marketing expense. You want
CSRs who aren’t empty-headed
cheerleaders but ones who truly
understand your strategic
priorities.
Poor call handling is not the
largest source of customer
unhappiness. Put your effort
toward preventing the calls in
the first place.
Use data to find out where
problems originate.
Speak to your customers with
warmth and professionalism.
Don’t use scripted language.
If your service center is
unexpectedly swamped, it can
be tempting to try to speed up
and help as many customers as
possible in an hour. But better
service wins over faster service.
A 2010 study34 found customers
were more likely to stop using a
product or service due to rude
support staff than slow
resolutions. Be transparent
about delays. Create an
autoresponder or tweet to let
customers know they can
expect delays and point them
to online support resources.

http://www.slideshare.net/RightNow/2010-customer-experience-impact
16

Show your customer gratitude

Limit employee training
to expressing empathy

Demonstrate follow through on
feedback

Consider it enough to
have a feedback system
or scripted dialogue

Don’t focus on simply closing
the ticket

Not maximizing the
potential value of the
customer service
interaction

Plan for mistakes

Train only for error
avoidance

Traditional support stresses
empathy, Apologies are
important but if you find your
company apologizing
constantly, it can be seen as
incompetence. You can do
wonders with gratitude.
Consider thanking them instead;
for their patience, for their
business, for pointing out bugs. It
doesn’t really matter what
you’re thanking customers for; a
happy customer is one who
feels valued, appreciated, and
respected.
Many customer service gurus
emphasize the importance of
seeking customer feedback but
many times the process of
passing it on is paid only lip
service. Telling a customer you
will share their input is not
enough. Show them you have
followed through with an email.
Even if you have decided not to
adopt their suggestion, a note
explaining why shows your
company cares and takes the
feedback seriously. Feedback is
also important for product
decisions.
Solving the immediate problem
is not enough. Ensure the
customer is 100% satisfied before
closing the ticket. Ask: “Is there
anything else I can help you
with? Do you have any other
questions? What can we do to
improve?” Doing this shows
customers you value them. Of
course, if you haven’t resolved
their issue, these questions can
be salt on the wound, so be
judicious. Be upfront with any
negatives early in the call so you
can end on a positive note with
the customer feeling important
and appreciated.
Prepare for things to go awry
sometimes because it’s
inevitable. Teach employees to
keep their cool in mishaps. Ritz17

Anticipate customers’
unspoken needs

Focus only on problem
solving

Use service as a competitive
advantage36

Satisfied with offering
comparable service to
competitors

Build customer service metrics
around meaningful goals

Measure success in
speed of ticket handling

35
36
37

Carlton has a practice of
“resetting the customer’s
internal clock” when service is
slower than expected.35 If a
food order is delayed, the server
will bring a complimentary
appetizer, establishing a new
last point of contact. This is
superior to multiple interactions
saying “I’m sorry.”
Ritz-Carlton teaches employees
to think proactively to create
pleasant surprises. For example,
a receptionist might notice that
a guest is scheduled for a very
early departure and offer to a
leave a pot of hot coffee
outside the room.
Customers develop intense
loyalty to best in class service.
Retailer Nordstrom makes
service its strongest selling point.
They ring up purchases without
you having to stand in line, they
walk bagged purchases around
the counter rather than handing
it across. Employees will go to
incredible lengths, like finding
desired merchandise in other
stores.
Zappos created a point scale
called the Happiness
Experience37 that encourages
agents to make personal
emotional contact, create a
“wow” experience and address
unstated customer needs. It
contributed to a 5% increase in
the company’s net promoter
score. It was a huge win for the
company because up to 75% of
purchases came from returning
customers who order about 2.5
times more than first-time
customers.

http://www.entrepreneur.com/article/234116
http://www.entrepreneur.com/article/234116
http://csi.softwareadvice.com/a-zappos-lesson-in-customer-service-metrics-1101029/
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Build trust through service
consistency

Harm trust through
inconsistency

Your customers don’t like
surprises and will reward
businesses where they get what
they expect. That even works
when the expectations are
modest. It’s the secret of the fast
food industry. To achieve this,
your employees should provide
equivalent levels of service day
in and day out. Questions
should be answered the same
way all the time. Your product
offering and pricing policies stay
the course.

What are the best practices among world-class service
providers?
1. Make customer service part of the culture

At companies that excel at customer service, everyone is involved; it’s not just one department
but built into every dimension of the company’s operations. In this environment, “awareness of

system issues, bugs and customer feedback are easily spread throughout the departments and
fixes easily come up with and new features rolled out,” Infinit Contact reports 38.

“Truly amazing service doesn't come from having a mantra or slapping on a smile when a
customer walks in the door (though, sure, those things can help). It’s about embedding a

customer service mentality throughout your organization. Many of today’s most successful

companies have figured out how to make their customers elated—and keep them coming
back for more,” write Kelly Spoor in a blog for American Express.

39

Nordstrom is a stellar example of

articulating this culture. “We have
one goal: Make customers feel

good. We work hard every day with
the goal of making customers feel
good,” is the Nordstrom creed.”40

“WE HAVE ONE GOAL: MAKE CUSTOMERS
FEEL GOOD.” - NORDSTROM

The Cleveland Clinic, which had a strong reputation for medical excellence, suffered from poor

patient satisfaction scores and over three years transformed itself, jumping into the top 8% of the
38

http://www.infinitcontact.com/blog/10-traits-of-best-customer-service-support-teams/

https://www.americanexpress.com/us/small-business/openforum/articles/7-customer-servicelessons-companies-best/
39
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http://about.nordstrom.com/careers/#/about-us/main
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Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) survey of patient satisfaction for 4,600
hospitals.41

The key to the transformation was getting everyone, including administrators and janitors,

needed to play a role in fixing the problem. Despite worries that the drive would interfere with
medical outcomes, the hospital’s rankings among 97 academic medical centers for quality,
safety and cost efficiency rose too.

2. Recognize that customers are empowered as never before

Management consultants McKinsey & Co has found that as technology has transformed the

consumer experience, customers’ outreach to companies has become more important than
corporate marketing.

CUSTOMER SERVICE UNITS MUST BE AGILE
AND RESPONSIVE WITH EMPLOYEES

EMPOWERED TO MAKE GOOD DECISIONS

In a study42, the firm found that

customers are active in “pulling”

information helpful to them. “The
change in the way consumers
make decisions means that

marketers must move aggressively

beyond purely push-style communication and learn to influence consumer-driven touch points,
such as word-of-mouth and Internet information sites.”

In terms of customer service, this translates into an organization that is highly agile and

responsive, with employees empowered to make good decisions, rather than dominated by
top-down policies.

In addition, great customer support teams educate customers by drafting high-quality how-tos
and guidelines in their support center with videos, screenshots and links. They prune outdated
information and don’t force customers to wander a maze of a self-help portal.

3. View the consumer interaction as a relationship not a transaction;
measure outcomes instead of length of contact

Bill Patterson, general manager of service engagement for Microsoft, says one of the most
important paradigm shifts is to go beyond the transactional view of customer interactions.

43

“Each interaction matters to build a real relationship with a particular consumer. Every

interaction, every engagement, every experience that a consumer has with a particular

organization they do business with has to be seen as a way to move that relationship forward.

Most organizations think of themselves, and measure customer service teams today, on the size

41

https://hbr.org/2013/05/health-cares-service-fanatics

42

http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/marketing_sales/the_consumer_decision_journey

43

http://www.parature.com/customer-service-outcomes/
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or duration of an interaction,

not really the impact. To move
forward, we have to go

beyond measuring activities
and instead measure
outcomes.”

DISCARD TOOLS AND METRICS THAT

DISCOURAGE HONEST FEEDBACK. USE

4. Use common
sense

COMMON SENSE!

Frontline customer service reps are increasingly laboring under almost absurd restrictions.

Employers measure customer satisfaction with follow-up surveys and demand a perfect score or
else the employee is considered to have failed. “It makes me so crazy. It’s run amok,” Harvard’s
Frances Frei said.

“Auto dealers are the most notorious, that if you give us a 5 it’s a pass, if you give us a 4, it is a
fail. I had a man from a pest control company that had a guy leave a survey and say, “You
might not notice, but I don’t get my bonus unless you check a 10.”

Discarding such tools is an important step towards better service. “You are not going to get

honest feedback. It’s based on perverse incentives, and they’re causing a lot of problems,” she
said.

Stopping this madness and using common sense would improve customer support.

The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company, a service leader, instead relies on a system called Mr. BIV which
stands for Mistakes, Rework, Breakdowns, Inefficiencies, Variation in work processes. 44 Any

employee at any level of the organization must alert the appropriate person to a Mr. BIV issue.
For example, late room service might be traced back to elevator delays and housemen
searching for linens because there aren’t enough linens when the hotel is full.

It’s a form of continuous improvement system that puts the focus on encouraging employees to
reveal genuine issues and for fixes to be developed rather than framing the issue as a low score
for the CSR who may not have the means to address the problem.

5. Invest in the right people and give them autonomy

Drybar, a chain of salons, was founded with a desire to depart from the industry norm in which
customers were intimidated by snooty salon receptionists and focus instead on making them

feel welcome. The company today has 2,200 employees and puts enormous attention on hiring
people who fit with its “Heart and Soul” philosophy. 45

http://www.forbes.com/sites/micahsolomon/2015/01/18/learn-ritz-carltons-simple-system-foreliminating-customer-service-defects/
44
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http://www.thedrybar.com/videos/heartsoul
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Every interview with a prospective employee includes a series of “company culture” questions

aimed at ensuring the person has the right upbeat attitude and friendly personality. “We believe
you can always train skills, but you can’t train someone to be human,” co-founder Michael
Landau said. 46 “That has permeated how we approach hiring.”

In addition, empowering employees to solve customer problems changes how both sides

perceive each other. “If an employee starts off defensive, rigid, or withholding, a customer tends
to respond by escalating their demands. It’s a classic vicious cycle. But when employees are
able to start the interaction from an accepting, flexible, and generous position, customers

naturally feel inclined to be reasonable in return. The cycle turns virtuous,” customer service
expert Micah Solomon writes.47

In one vivid example, Ritz-Carlton gives employees $2,000 of discretion per employee per guest
to solve any customer complaint in the manner the employee feels is appropriate. It seems

counterintuitive that such a costly policy could succeed. But no employee has ever resorted to
using all of that discretion. The policy succeeded by building a sense of strength and

responsibility among employees and reminding them how the company perceives the guest’s
potential lifetime value.

Retailer Nordstrom, a paragon of customer service, encapsulates this approach with a 75-word
card given to new employees.48

Welcome to Nordstrom. We're glad to have you with our
Company. Our number one goal is to provide outstanding
customer service. Set both your personal and professional goals
high. We have great confidence in your ability to achieve them.
Nordstrom Rules: Rule #1: Use best judgment in all situations.
There will be no additional rules. Please feel free to ask your
department manager, store manager, or division general
manager any question at any time.

https://www.americanexpress.com/us/small-business/openforum/articles/7-customer-servicelessons-companies-best/
46

http://www.forbes.com/sites/micahsolomon/2013/09/18/empowered-employees-vs-brandstandards-the-customer-experience-needs-both/
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http://www.cbsnews.com/news/nordstroms-awesome-employee-handbook-is-a-myth/
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6. Emphasize training

Cloud services provider Rackspace has won awards for its “fanatical” customer service. The
company, with nearly 6,000 employees, has its staff at all levels undergo extensive training
including a program called “Rookie O” for new hires

49

where they learn about the company’s

history and values, use assessments to find their own personal strengths and conducts role play
to improve how they help customers.

The company believes the emphasis on training helps it provide best-in-class customer service.

Each client gets a devoted team of Rackspace employees to help them and who can answer
questions 24/7. “It’s not all culture, culture, culture—this is such an awesome place to be," Larry

Reyes, the man in charge of the program, says.50 "It’s about understanding the business metrics.”
Companies have to define what great service means to them, disseminate that knowledge,

implement it through training, model it through the actions of leadership and recognize success
stories.

7. Shift resources toward processes and strategic issues that lead to
dissatisfaction

Customer Care Measurement & Consulting says that most service executives spend most of their
management time focused on front-line CSRs, but an analysis finds that only 20% of customer
dissatisfaction is due to poor attitude, sloppiness, failing to follow policy or errors.

51

“A much greater percentage is caused by the CSR delivering service exactly as mandated by
management. It is just that such service and policies do not leave the customer satisfied. This is
not the CSR’s fault; it is management’s fault,” CCMC’s John Goodman said.
Most companies spend most of

their monitoring on identifying the
performance of every CSR

through random surveys. Again,
he finds this is not very helpful

since the CSR is not the cause of

most dissatisfaction and because
more than 70% of all contacts

COMPANIES HAVE TO DEFINE WHAT

GREAT SERVICE MEANS, SPREAD THOSE
IDEAS, EMBED THEM WITH TRAINING,
MODEL THEM RELIGIOUSLY

are so simple anyone could handle them. Follow-up surveys do not offer any insight.

http://www.rackspace.com/blog/a-new-hires-perspective-on-rookie-o-and-why-technicaltalent-should-want-in/
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https://www.americanexpress.com/us/small-business/openforum/articles/7-customer-servicelessons-companies-best/
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A better approach would be to allocate those resources as follows:


30% to CSR and team evaluation by focusing on difficult calls. Encourage supervisors to



30% to identify response rules and processes that systematically lead to dissatisfaction



listen to calls real time and give feedback on the fly.
and repeat calls

40% to identify and document strategic issues such as marketing, customer errors and
onboarding that lead to incorrect expectations, design problems and customer
disappointment.

8. Track and analyze data

Harness data analytics so improvements are made based on hard information. For example,
track the main drivers of customer calls. Once they have been identified, address them with
new features, fixes or call workflow to reduce the number of customers with the issue.

9. Communicate effectively

Top service companies use a clear, warm, professional voice when speaking to their consumers.
They make positive statements, not negative ones. (“I can’t” is replaced by “Here’s what I can
do.”)

They are clear and make sure everyone interacting with the customer can converse with a
minimal foreign accent.

The effective customer support team speaks the customer’s language, not with technical
jargon, buzzwords or canned scripts.

For example, Macy’s used to train its sales people to always say the word “outstanding” in their

interactions with shoppers as part of a scripted steps in making a sale that also included smiling
and thanking the customer. "Customers were telling us, 'Stop saying everything is 'outstanding,'"
said Kristen Cox, group vice president of selling effectiveness and store communications. 52

According to Bain & Co., when interactions with sales associates are viewed by customers as

positive, the number of items a customer buys goes up by 50%. "The odds of repeat visits also go
up significantly," said Aaron Cheris, a partner at Bain's retail practice.

What techniques are used to provide superior customer
support?


Consistent effort – LL Bean CEO Chris McCormick says there are no shortcuts.

53

“A lot of

people have fancy things to say about customer service, but it's just a day-in, day-out,
ongoing, never-ending, persevering, compassionate kind of activity,” he says.
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If/then planning – This approach, called implementation intentions,54 lies behind Ritz-

Carlton’s training of employees to be prepared for mistakes and accidents. You could

frame this to an employee as IF a customer has been waiting for more than 20 minutes,


THEN reset their internal clock with a complimentary appetizer or drink.

Transaction transparency – For online stores, can customers easily find an answer to their

question. According to Forrester55, 45% of customers will abandon an online transaction if
they cannot easily find an answer to a question. Can they easily access information

about delivery timeframes and returns? Will they be able to understand when and how
discounts can be applied?

54

http://www.psych.nyu.edu/gollwitzer/97GollBrand_ImpIntGoalPurs.pdf
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Make it easy to interact with a human – Most customers prefer dealing with a person at
some point. Live chat has been proven to reduce shopping cart abandonment rates56
According to eConsultancy, a large majority of web customers (83%) require some
degree of customer support while shopping online.

Live chat utilization has risen 24% in the last three years 57 as customers increasingly prefer

online channels to phone-based support. This is a positive trend for companies—live chat
allows agents to handle multiple customers at once, which increases support

productivity. However, in order for agents to do this without the customer knowing

they’re one of several being helped, support organizations need an effective training

program. Dell has increased its support agent productivity by 25% through training and


customer satisfaction has stayed stable or improved.

CRM software – This is a report in its own right but companies of almost every size need a

customer relationship management system. These provide ways to manage relationships
with your customers and the information associated with them – contact information,
sales history, customer intelligence, order patterns, call reports and more.

These allow you to track key customer service performance indicators such as repeat



sales, number of complaints, returns, time from order to delivery and more.

Customer feedback programs – Again, this is an area with a lot of dimensions, but

companies must manage multiple channels for customer feedback including social
media, contact programs, surveys, focus groups, web forms and more.

Customer loyalty initiatives – These are typically reward programs that incentivize

customers for repeat business, cumulative spending and other measures of loyalty.

Putting it into action: Amazon

There is not much else required here to elaborate on Amazon’s excellent customer service. Free
shipping, automatic refunds, price guarantees – Amazon is the king of the customer service
world.

http://www.providesupport.com/blog/live-chat-strategy-to-reduce-shopping-cartabandonment-on-your-e-commerce-site/
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Amazon is consistently rated first in customer service. CEO Jeff Bezos has worked hard to create
a customer-centric company58 including that empty chair we mentioned earlier. In fact, he's
been quoted as saying that "Everyone has to be able to work in a call center."

Bezos asks thousands of Amazon managers, including himself, to attend two days of call-center
training each year. The payoff: humility and empathy for the customer."
Other examples of Amazon’s relentless focus on the customer:


Its pioneering proliferation of customer reviews. Amazon was among the first to display



Real-time recommendation engine – This offers customers personalized




these and bring transparency to e-commerce, reducing risk for customers.

recommendations based on their purchases and browsing behaviors. What could have
been a sales push becomes a sales element.

Streamlined checkout – The best kind of customer service can be invisible. 59 Amazon

makes it easy for customers to search and buy products including one-click shopping
and populating order fields.

Prime – The company has been disruptive. The program strikes a unique balance

between exclusivity and attainability that feels democratic to consumers. It offers a lot of
great services such as free two-day shipping and music streaming at a cost of $99 a

year. The most amazing fact? They are in effect getting customers to pay for a loyalty


program.

Mayday button – The Mayday button on the Kindle Fore offers users round-the-clock

customer support with a live agent with the tap of a button. While mostly it is used for
customer support, Amazon agents go the extra mile. A Mayday representative once

helped a customer pass a level of Angry Birds after being stuck for a week, while another
agent sang happy birthday to a customer's girlfriend after she received a Kindle Fire HDX


as a gift, Tech Times reports.

Unabashed innovation – Amazon continues to press the boundaries and isn’t afraid to

innovate, such as its experiments with drone delivery. "They've established a pattern: They
do something that no one else is doing, and others start copying them until a tipping

point is reached and suddenly everyone is doing it and it becomes the standard," says
customer experience expert Shep Hyken says

Putting it into action: Zappos

Another customer super star, Zappos has been acquired by Amazon, but it continues to run
independently. Some legendary highlights:
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Moved to improve customer service – The company was based in San Francisco but

couldn’t find enough dedicated, high quality employees nearby. They ruled outsourcing
because of an earlier bad experience and belief that a company should never

outsource a core competency. 60 After research, the company moved its headquarters
to Las Vegas where housing was cheaper, the hospitality industry was well entrenched



and the entertainment industry made more people willing to work late hours.

Free shipping both ways – While expensive, the company views this as a marketing
expense. People will order five pairs of shoes and send back those they don’t like.
365-day return policy – This was increased from the original 30 based on customer
feedback. Returns run high at more than a third of gross revenue. But Zappos has

learned that customers will buy more and be happier in the long run if the company can



remove most of the risk from shopping with them.

They want to hear from employees – Most websites bury contact information to

discourage customers. Zappos takes the opposite approach because they actually want
to talk to customers, and the call center is staffed 24/7.

The call center is seen as a branding opportunity – “Most call centers measure their
employees’ performance on the basis of what’s known in the industry as ‘average

handle time,’ which focuses on how many phone calls each rep can take in a day. This
translates into reps’ worrying about how quickly they can get a customer off the

phone—which in our eyes is not delivering great customer service. Most call centers also
have scripts and force their reps to try upselling to generate additional revenue,” CEO
Tony Hsieh says.

“At Zappos we don’t hold reps accountable for call times. (Our longest phone call, from
a customer who wanted the rep’s help while she looked at what seemed like thousands

of pairs of shoes, lasted almost six hours.) And we don’t upsell—a practice that usually just
annoys customers. We care only whether the rep goes above and beyond for every

customer. We don’t have scripts, because we want our reps to let their true personalities
shine during every phone call, so that they can develop a personal emotional
connection with each customer”

Infographic on customer service
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